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RP100-TRA

TRANSFORMER DOOR

Standard transformer doors with intrusion preventive ventilation 
louvres. Transformer doors are not fire rated because of the louvres. 

Description These transformer doors are based on our robust A60 steel door. 
They are not fire rated because of the louvre panel(s). Intrusion 
preventive louvres and solid hinges that are screwed into the door 
leaf and the frame.

Frame and threshold The frames are delivered insulated. Available in various frame 
and threshold designs. Mitred, screwed frame solution, dual 
attachment points in the hinge and the option of removing the 
threshold stop.
Standard frame solution is delivered with integrated gasket 
groove and fixed threshold.

Materials Frames and door leaves are made of zinc -and aluminium coated 
steel plates - Galfan.  
Stainless/acid resistant.

Finishes Original material (galfan) without painting and priming
Painted
Primed and painted

Hardware Delivered according to customer request

Door thickness 52.0 mm

Sheet thickness of door 
leaf

1.0 mm

Sheet thickness of door 
frame

1.5 mm

Insulation 50.0 mm

Dimensions Available in various sizes according to customer specifications.

Flexibility Option to be delivered with filter that protects against dust, 
insects etc. and with top panel upon request. The products can 
be manufactured in the desired dimensions and fitted with, or 
adapted for, special fittings related to evacuations, break-ins, 
access control, etc.

Loose louvres Dimensions according to customer needs. Made from zinc and 
aluminium coated steel sheets (galfan) or stainless.

Quality assurance In accordance with NS EN ISO 9001
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TRANSFORMER DOOR

THRESHOLD TYPES

Flat 3 mm Alt. flat with sweeper gasket

20 mm ledged threshold 20 mm ledged threshold 
with sweeper gasket

20 mm cabel duct  
threshold

Alt. with raised threshold

C-IK threshold Alt. with  
raised threshold

FRAME DETAILS

A-IK FRAME D-OK FRAME
Wall thickness
TOL: -5 +10 mm 

C-OK FRAME
Wall thickness
TOL: -5 +10 mm 

C-IK FRAME

Hinges

Louvre

Lock

Handle


